Winstone Glass
frameless solutions can
enhance any building
or home – sometimes
the best kind of view is
the one where you see
nothing at all.

All Winstone Glass balustrades are
designed to meet the new safety
standards. For balustrades and
deck enclosures, toughened or
laminated safety glass provides a
functional barrier that is also easy
on the eye. Panels can be shaped,
frosted, coloured or screenprinted
to add extra personality to your
surroundings. All the exposed
edges of the glass are polished for
safety to give them a fine quality
finish.

Call Winstone Glass
today for a free,
no obligation,
measure & quote.

We have a huge range of fittings
and posts to achieve a fully
frameless or semi-frameless look.
It’s even possible to use frameless
glass as a feature wall or for
flooring – if you can dream it,
we can make it.

0800 80 90 10
winstoneglass.co.nz
0800 80 90 10
winstoneglass.co.nz

Frameless
Solutions
Frameless and semi-frameless glass
for pools, stairways and balustrades

Our glass
balustrades are
suitable for a
number of uses,
including:
– Decks
– Stairways
– Balconies
– Handrails
– Pool surrounds

Party with the mates
or kids round for a
summer splash – keep
safe around the pool
with our toughened
safety glass.

For all your residential
and commercial glazing
needs you can trust
Winstone Glass.

Simplicity is
the key to
great interior
design and nothing
could be simpler than
the clean, clear lines
of frameless glass.
With over 100 years’ experience
we are true innovators in glass
solutions. Our experience and
care for the craft makes all the
difference for your project.
Give your home an extra sense of
space with the stylish, clean look
of polished glass. Simplicity is the
key to great interior design, and
nothing could be simpler than the
clean, clear lines of frameless glass.

When you need a barrier that
doesn’t intrude, frameless glass is
the leading contender.
For balustrades, bathrooms,
staircases, feature floors and walls,
frameless glass has become a
building material that expresses
quality and contemporary design
values in the home.

